From Lille 1 University to LILLIAD Innovation Learning center

LILLIAD - Innovation Learning Center

A learning center which is part of a network of Learning Centers in the Nord-Pas de Calais area
LILLIAD - Innovation Learning center

A Learning center for academics and students

But also for:
• Colleges
• Companies and public bodies involved in innovation process and support
• General public

Something new in France, merging together several activities in the heart of the campus
Creating a place to support the culture of innovation: **WHY?**

**We have several scientific and pedagogical issues to tackle:**

- Developing the eagerness for sciences
- Showing the high quality and usefulness of our research
- Helping students and teachers on their way to the « innovation spirit »
- Showing the gold road from public research to jobs and business opportunities
- Remodeling the heart of the campus

**Matching the ambitions of the Regional Council:**

- Going further towards opening the university to its environment - city of Lille
- Developing further partnerships in the regional area
- Being part of the local and regional ecosystem of innovation

Creating a place to support the culture of innovation: **WHAT FOR?**

**Showing INNOVATION**

- A SHOWCASE (exhibitions, events and promotion)
- A DEMONSTRATOR (place, services)

**Supporting INNOVATION**

- A SUPPORT to the « design and innovation spirit »
- A PLACE for people to meet (open places, informal meetings and event facilities)

**Designing INNOVATION**

- Developing a specific SCIENTIFIC PROGRAM regarding innovation
- Creating a THINKTANK to discuss social, moral and ethical issues

**Inserting INNOVATION in the teaching and learning process**

- Learning in a DIFFERENT WAY (services, spaces, informal interactions)
- CROSSING pedagogical and library TOOLS to build the suitable environment for users
Farewell to « the old library »
LILLIAD : Merging 3 dimensions

Events
- A specific scientific program regarding innovation
- A place to support events organised by research units
- The main social place in the heart of the university
  - information desk : RUBIS (2014)

Xperium
- Promoting research and innovation
- A key equipement on the way to rebrand our university
  (general public, colleges, companies)

Towards the « learning » library
- Multi-tasks room to support new teaching concepts
- 50 workings rooms fully equiped,
- A new information desk : RUBIS (2014)
Factual elements

Lille 1 University

- A research university: sciences, technologies and economics
- 20,000 students and 3,000 staff members
- A large and high-level cluster of companies next to the campus
- A Learning Center with a network of 15 branch libraries

Factual elements

LILLIAD Innovation Learning center

- Refurbishment and extension of the former library building
- 10,000 square meters
- 105,000 books in public access and 10 linear kilometers of shelves in stacks
- Up to 1,500 seats
- Facilities for events up to 400 people
- A fully pedestrian area around the Learning Center
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Planning the Innovation Learning Center

- **2010**: validation of the scientific program
- **2012**: validation of the functional program
- **March 2013**: selection of the architect: Auer-Weber (Germany)
- **2014 - 2015**: under construction - refurbishment
- **End of 2015**: delivering the new building
- **1st half of 2016**: opening LILLIAD Innovation Learning Center
LILLIAD Innovation Learning center
One of the four Learning Centers from the network initiated by the Nord Pas-de-Calais Regional Council

Partnership